
Starter: Can you name these 
leaders?
• Write a list of all the leaders you can 

name on this slide.



Can you name these leaders?
1. George W Bush

2. Donald Trump

3. Barack Obama

4. Boris Yeltsin

5. Vladimir Putin 

All of these men were US presidents or 
leaders of the Russian Federation. 
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Answers



Title: Is the cold war 
over?

• LI: To understand current international 
relations between superpowers in 21st

century.

• SC: 

• All – Can identify one similarity between 
the cold war and modern-day superpower 
relations

• Most – Can describe ways two 
superpowers have acted ‘aggressively’.

• Some – Can explain why the relations 
between superpowers now, is different to 
that in the 2oth century.



The Cold 
War: How 
did it come 
about?

• After WW2, the old superpowers were 
weakened due to two consecutive world 
wars. USSR and USA emerged as the 
new superpowers, both creating 
alliance systems – Warsaw pact and 
NATO.

• Both countries has opposing ideologies 
– Marxism-Leninism vs. liberal-
capitalism. 

• Both countries were working on arms 
procurement, especially nuclear.

Glossary

Procurement: buying and 
getting goods

Arms: Weapons



What changed 
after 1991?

• Collapse of USSR and eastern 
bloc – The Russian federation 
as it is now known has no close 
allies.

• USA, with no threat, receives 
little support from its allies. 

• Marxism-Leninism goes into 
decline.



But wait, what were 
the aims of the Cold 
war?

• The Soviet Union and the US both believed the world 
should follow its economic system, its society, and its 
political system. Every tactic in the book from propaganda 
and bribery to outright use of military force, were used to 
achieve their aims.



The key issue 
behind the cold war 

was the bipolar 
positions

Bipolar: two extreme 
opposing sides



What’s 
happening now?

• Write a short 
summary of what 
you think is 
happening from 
these newspaper 
headlines.

• The newspaper 
headlines show 
that… 



BUT

The Russian Federation may not 
be the other side of the new 

Cold War…



Is the new cold 
war between 

Russia and USA?
Watch the following video -

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world
-us-canada-54244011



Task
• Create a timeline of 

Chinese/USA relations 
using the following slides.

• Can you go the extra mile 
and also add an image?



China – the country 
in the background

• China had been in the background of the Cold war 
through out. The next slides each have key points for you 
to include in your time line.



• 1945 – 1950: Communist 
revolution takes place in China.



• China and Soviet Russia 
shared a common ideology 
(communism) and so had 
good relations but in 1969, 
this relationship broke 
down over differences 
pushing China towards USA. 



• 1972 – 1982 -
Relations started 
to improve 
between USA and 
China with 
president Nixon 
and Reagan 
visiting China 
improving ‘Beijing 
– Washington 
relations



Things start 
getting icy again.

• 1989 - thousands of students 
hold demonstrations in 
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, 
demanding democratic reforms 
and an end to corruption. The 
government sent in military 
troops to clear the square, 
leaving hundreds of protesters 
dead. In response, the U.S. 
government suspends military 
sales to Beijing and freezes 
relations.



• 1999 - NATO accidently bombs the Chinese embassy in Belgrade blaming 
intelligence mistakes in the conflict against Serbian forces occupying 
Kosovo.



• 2007 – China increases 
military spending. The 
USA says this goes against 
the goal of a peaceful rise 
to power. 



• 2010 – China becomes 
worlds second largest 
economy and is on track 
to overtake the us by 
2027

Economy: How money is 
made and spent.



• 2017 – All seems well, Trump 
says the US – China 
relationship is “built on non-
confrontation, no conflict, 
mutual respect, and always 
searching for win-win 
solutions.”



• HOWEVER -

• 2018 – Trump announces 
huge tariffs on Chinese 
imports. This starts a trade 
war when China retaliates 
with similar measures.

• This continues to escalate.



• 2019 - Huawei sues the US for banning their equipment.

• Do you remember the news in the UK at this time? The USA were 
persuading the European governments to also not allow Huawei 
to implement its 5G networks in Europe.  



• 2020 – Coronavirus pandemic. 
Both sides blame the other side 
for the pandemic.

• USA and China close embassies 
in each country.



Will it remain 
cold?

• The US still has troops in the 
following countries;

• Japan

• South Korea

• Guam

• Australia

• Philippines

• Singapore

• Thailand



To finish: look at the table. 
Write a short paragraph on 
whether you think we are 
in a new cold war?

I think we are/are not in a 
new cold war because…

Give at least 2 reasons.

Russia/USA USA/China

Both countries became 
Superpowers after 
WW2 with different 
alliances.

Both countries 
are the highest 
earning in the 
world.

Opposing ideologies. Opposing 
ideologies.

Arms Procurement. Arms 
procurement and 
increased military 
spending.


